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ABSTRACT
Animus explores the uneasy intimacy between human bodies and nature through soft sculpture,
short stories, photography, video, and a deadpan tone. An image of a frozen chicken defrosting
inside of a sauna is countered by trail camera footage of hungry birds feeding on a foot that’s
been life-cast in suet and birdseed; latex sheets hang like flayed skin, mimicking the texture of
the trees’ surfaces on which the sheets were cast. The work posits that human attempts to
command and contain nature can be compared to the shifting tectonics of a sexual relationship-in which there is play between dominance and submission--or to the struggle between fate and
free will. Influenced by the Greek mythologies in Ovid’s epic poem, Metamorphoses, the work
shows a particular interest in the possibilities for radical transformation found in the wilderness,
where instinct wields greater influence than identity.
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INTRODUCTION
Prior to graduate school I was primarily a performance artist interested in the queer
femme body as a site of humor, sexuality, and endurance. I often inhabited characters to play out
these ideas. A persona I used for several years, Whitesnake Girl, is a white trash trickster and
downhome philosopher. She's a party poet who just wants to love and be loved, but her
tormented on again-off again affair with consumerist capitalist culture and its need to trivialize
her makes modern romance no easy feat. She embraces her sex appeal as both an authentic
expression of herself and as a powerful tool for attracting attention to her art.
Another example is the “wandering widow” character for a site-specific performance at
Historic Oakland Cemetery, a 19th century burial ground housing 70,000 buried bodies, nearly
7,000 of which are Confederate soldiers1. To address this landmark’s history I researched what
my life would have been, had I been born 150 years earlier, as a young Southern woman in the
Civil War era. I read accounts of entire towns reeking of dye as wives marked their transition
into widows by staining their best dress black. Mourning was a particularly elaborate rite at that
point in time, considered fashionable even, due to Queen Victoria of England’s lifelong
wardrobe change into widow’s weeds after the 1861 death of her husband, Prince Albert.2 My
widow character echoed the extremity of grieving rituals at the time. I bought a handmade
replica of a Civil War dress that a middle class woman would have worn, dyed it black myself,
donned a floor length black veil, and wandered the cemetery continuously singing mourning
hymns for the duration of the five-hour event. I also saw this difficult endurance work as a
gesture of atonement for the sins of the South in that war, including those of the women at home.

1

2

Breffle, Marcy. “Interpreting Atlanta's Confederate...” Oakland Cemetery. Oakland Cemetery, August 9,

Rappaport, Helen. “Prince Albert: the Death That Rocked the Monarchy.” HistoryExtra. BBC, March 4,
2019. https://www.historyextra.com/period/victorian/prince-albert-the-death-that-rocked-the-monarchy/.
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Eventually I grew frustrated with performance art’s inherent ephemerality, so in my graduate
program I turned to photography as a way to capture and preserve my performative instincts. The
connection between the two media was more complicated than I had previously imagined, but I
learned to create analog objects that provoked discourse about the body instead of using my live
body. I have frequently used a combination of photography and life-cast mold making techniques
to achieve this effect. In my second-year series Hose, I combined them in ways that contorted
idealized imagery of women, with an interest in embracing the world of fantasy and the
fragmentation of the body that’s presented in advertising, porn, and even classical sculpture.
A more recent body of work, Corporeal Mapping, played with similar references, this time
with a focus on the Freudian concept of the same name3. The idea is that, when tasked to
consider a body part, we can only conjure an abstract web of associations related to the body;
these associations are specific to each person and based on a combination of personal experience
and concepts they have absorbed from external influence. I used this idea of the psyche’s
cartography of the body in a playful, tongue-in-cheek (so to speak) manner by combining
surprising elements and by shifting scale and dimension in such a way that the viewer had to
become physically engaged with the work, almost like playing peek-a-boo with it. Like these
earlier series, in Animus I employ life-cast sculpture and photography with a nod at the comedic,
and for the first time I incorporate writing, video, and soft sculpture.
Out of all the work created during my graduate education, Animus has connected the most to
my background; of everything I’ve made, it hits closest to my deep-seated childhood
understanding of myself. I grew up in a rural setting, although that area is now a heavily

3

Grosz, Elizabeth A. Volatile Bodies Towards a Corporeal Feminism. Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1994, 37.
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populated suburb of Atlanta. One of my parents’ favorite quips when I was a kid, heard often
enough to induce eye-rolls, was “you know, when we bought this property it was at the end of a
long dirt road and you couldn’t see a soul.”
My mom, a botanist, had several greenhouses in the back pasture and, for a while, made a
living out of selling the flowers grown in her nursery. My dad worked in construction and started
a small business building custom playgrounds and creating water features in people’s yards. We
kept many pets: always two or three dogs, a fish tank, and usually a cat. I begged for birds during
my elementary school years, and eventually we got the two parakeets I had coveted. One
morning as I lay in bed I looked out the window to see them flying off into the distance. I
thought I was dreaming, but later realized they had managed to escape their cage. Before I was
born, my parents kept a horse named Stinger in the pasture. My aunt kept horses too, which is
how I learned to ride, and she ran a dog grooming shop where I spent many summer days.
I spent long, happy, lonely hours roaming our woods with a dog at my side. I developed a
deep bond with the animals that surrounded me. I learned empathy through petting, caressing,
and caring for them; I let them lick the tears from my cheeks when I cried, and I felt the strength
in both of our bodies as we explored the woods. It was a relief to think of myself as an animal, as
an athlete. I was attuned to the burdens of girlhood from a young age, and although I wasn’t
opposed to my own femininity, I enjoyed the respite from social mores out there in the woods.
I’m interested in how we humanize some animals as pets and dehumanize others as food.
Some animals could kill us instantly; we can easily snap the necks of others. I’m not interested in
moralizing these issues with this work, I only want to examine it as a facet of the human
relationship to power and control, especially in regards to the body. As with any system that
involves power exchanges and physical intimacy, there is an erotic charge running through all of
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these ideas. This facet of sexuality is fascinating; it has been explored by everyone dating back to
the ancient Greeks, yet it remains relevant, as our relationship to the animal world (and to gender
and sexuality) continues to evolve—particularly over the past century’s dramatic changes.
In Animus I wrestle with the power dynamics inherent in our relationships with animals and
the natural habitats with which they’re associated. Nature is both a physical space and a psychic
realm that’s open to queerness, passion, and transformation. Throughout media ranging from
Macbeth to Twin Peaks, natural settings such as forests have been used as a symbolic space
where mystery and magic prevail and, often, catalyze characters into a bewildering unknown.
When equated with rural areas, as I do in this paper, nature has interesting cultural implications.
Rural America is often scapegoated as the seat of homophobia, whereas urban America is known
for queer communities. This binary is overly simplistic, and I argue that the history of queerness
in America shows that rural areas were conducive to alternative sexualities until urban areas
began campaigns to categorize and assign value to certain sexualities. As the work shows, nature
can be a space of great liberty, but human freedom can easily be as oppressive as human law. I
also investigate the role of language in expressing desire and asserting agency, and desire’s role
in facilitating transformation into alternate states of being.

5

Figure 1. Parker Thornton. Whitesnake Girl Koozie. 2015.

Figure 2. Parker Thornton. Wandering Widow. Performance. 5 hours. 2015.
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Figure 3. Parker Thornton. Tights, Titties, and Other Hoses.
Archival Inkjet Print, Plaster, Pantyhose. 2018.
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Figure 4. Parker Thornton. Stem (installation view).
Archival Inkjet Print, Synthetic Hair, Wood, Shoes. 2019.
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EARLY THESIS WORK
First, a story: in the summer of 2019 I began this body of work in Ireland, on a whim and
because of a gift. My studio mates and I went on a walk with a farmer. He recited poetry he
knew by heart, told us the great myths of his people, and shared his personal views on our
relationships with the land, our kin, and ourselves. He let us cross ourselves at the blessed well (a
natural spring consecrated by the local priest where people leave offerings to the gods; the
farmer confessed to us that, as kids, he and his brother would steal coins from it). He led us to
the hilltop, where the wind blustered so mightily it was if Zeus himself had sent it, and with a
booming voice told the story of Glas Gaibhnenn. This mythological cow had udders that filled
any vessel presented to her—but after being tricked by a couple of scoundrels expecting her to
replenish their sieve, her hooves were magically turned backwards so that anyone trying to track
her would fail.
In the moments I thought he wasn’t looking, I surreptitiously snatched up as many stray bits
of wool that stuck the brambles as I could manage (“better to ask forgiveness than permission” is
a motto to which I’m faithful). We strode back down the mountain, my pockets bulging with
contraband, and he took us to our last stop: the wool shed. The sheep had just been sheared for
summer. The fleeces were piled up to the roof.
He explained that wool used to be a robust trade, but now it’s worth very little. “Especially
this Jacob’s Wool, which goes back to biblical times. You practically give it away these days-it’s too much trouble for them to deal with sorting the black spots from the white.” Someone in
the group shyly asked, “Well, would you give it away?” The farmer grinned at this request and
offered some up to anyone interested in the pungent, oily, piss-stained, untreated wool. A couple
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of us greedily raised our hands; the rest looked suddenly uneager to share the bus back to the
hotel with us.
We watched him gracefully fold and roll the fleece, his hands broad and powerful as
paddles, and tuck it into a barley bag. As we collected the sacks he explained giddily, “Okay,
Tony, the man driving the bus, he raises sheep too. Now when Tony sees you with that bag of
wool tell him you paid me a fortune for it. Tell him you paid a hundred Euros!” His eyes shone
like a drunken man’s at the thought of pulling this small prank on his old friend. Later that day in
the studio I unrolled the fleece and pondered what to do with it.
I started by stuffing the wool into plastic tubing I had found in the workshop-- the tubing
was clear and flexible, so it seemed natural to display something inside of it, and I was interested
in the contrast between the plastic’s industrial associations and the wool’s pastoral ones. Once
crammed into the plastic tubing, the wool looked like a core sample taken from the Earth.
Through its encasement in the plastic, the fleece lost its fluffy, warm, soft associations and
became a specimen, a material asking for observation. The tubing also masked the strong odor of
the untreated wool, eliminating some of its visceral, animalistic qualities. The process of getting
the wool into the tubing was strange and compelling. I had to pluck the wool off of the fleece,
feed it into the tube with my fingers to get it started, and once enough was inside I used a
broomstick to plunge the fleece down the tube as deeply as possible. It was akin to making
sausage, but on a larger scale.
After making several yards of this wool “sausage,” I used it like a giant string of yarn and
wove it into a blanket. I was amused by the disconnect between the coziness of an actual wool
blanket and the fetishistic discomfort implied by the one I had made. Specifically, there is a
BDSM encasement practice (also called “total enclosure fetishism” and “claustrophilia”), in
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which fetishists enjoy the sensation of being tightly enclosed, often in suits made of latex or by
wearing many layers of full-body nylon stockings. According to an article on the topic in
Psychology Today by journalist Anneli S. Rufus, the thrill is catalyzed by the helplessness of
limited mobility and breathing. Rufus adds:
[The thrill] could also stem from proprioception: ‘the body's experience of itself
in space.’ This last thought was confirmed by Cornell University associate
professor of romance studies Cary Howie, author of Claustrophilia: The Erotics
of Enclosure in Medieval Literature, which examines the fetish as it pertains to
poetry, hermit saints, and more. Howie theorizes that claustrophilia is all about
‘the use of space to intensify desire.’ Small spaces from which we cannot escape
make us hyperaware that we have bodies, he points out.4
The intensity of desire in specific places, as well as the body’s experience of itself, are both ideas
that emerge consistently throughout Animus. The space is not always an enclosed one:
sometimes it is the realm of the woods, as I will explore later in the paper when I delve into
Ovid’s Metamorphoses.
Once I completed Wool Blanket, I referenced a sheep’s body by suspending a second
fleece by a thick elastic cord in homage to a BDSM rope scene. This piece complemented the
blanket because it presented the smelly, animalistic aspects of the wool that the wool encased in
the plastic now lacked. The suspended fleece also alluded to the power dynamic between
industry and nature. I highlighted the green marking spray that farmers use on their sheep
because these marks serve two very interesting purposes: first, they brand the sheep as belonging
to a specific farmer; second, the painted marks rub off onto the belly of any sheep who mounts
4

Rufus, S. “Turned On by Tight Spaces.” Psychology Today. Sussex Publishers, May 2, 2012.
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/stuck/201205/turned-tight-spaces.
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another sheep, helping farmers keep track of their flock’s mating habits. This marking practice
makes the farmer the dominant member in the farmer-sheep relationship. I pushed this idea of
dominance with a studio-based performance piece by using the cord’s elasticity to fling the
fleece around, playfully at first and then with increasing aggression until the fleece began to fall
apart. In its disheveled state, the strands of wool looked remarkably like spider webs.
I returned home from my residency in Ireland and continued thinking about the
relationship between human and animal by making performative photographs in which I created
absurd tableaus of interactions with birds. The photographs that resulted had originally been
conceived of as performances, before I had a body of work to associate them with, because I was
interested in experiencing them as endurance pieces. But because I began this series as
sculptures, it seemed appropriate to have these works live instead as photographs, since those can
live alongside sculpture as an object in a way that performance cannot. The photographs were
also a nod to performance artists I emulate most: those artists working in the 1960s and 70s, like
Hannah Wilke and Ana Mendieta, who often translated their performances about the body into
photographs in order to extend their lifespan. Those photos always struck me as full of
possibility and wonder, because I knew they were only a glimpse of the complete piece. Filling
in the gaps for myself, based on one or two images and a written description, allowed me to
imagine it for myself and feel I was a collaborator.
I had attempted only one of these vignettes with animals before, as a performance for
video, and cut it short after a disastrous eight minutes of fire ant bites on my ass. This time, I
tried it again with the more controlled circumstances of a staged photograph. In For the Birds I
slathered my body head to toe in peanut butter and birdseed and wore a birdhouse over my
head—again, a form of encasement. I attempted to camouflage myself against a tree, in the hope
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that birds would come and eat off of me. I was interested in the futility of these actions, since it
was unlikely that a bird would approach a living, breathing feeder. My futile overtures to the
birds were also similar to unsuccessful sexual roleplaying, which turns silly, even childish, if the
players aren’t aroused. Desire is the secret ingredient that transforms the act of role-play into a
sensual experience, rather than two people pretending to be something they’re not. Desire as an
essential, thought often fickle, motivation is a theme runs through Animus, which I elaborate on
in later sections.
In the photograph Defrosting a Chicken (self-portrait) I held a frozen chicken to my body
as I sat in a sauna, nestling it to my abdomen as if it was my pregnant belly--an illusion made
convincing by the eerie similarity between the carcass’ flesh color and my own pale, Caucasian
skin tone. Light falls into the sauna from a single high window, painting the small room with
dramatic highlights and shadows like those created by the chiaroscuro technique often used in
Renaissance paintings, such as Gentileschi’s Madonna and Child.
In pieces like this one, I was interested in exploring the selective nature of human
identification with animals. For example, people keep wild animals as beloved pets, then
euthanize them when they inevitably attack. Americans also feel no guilt over eating certain
animals, like pigs, but are horrified at the thought of people from other cultures eating dogs. To
take an already dead chicken, frozen and prepared for consumption, and tenderly hold it against
me as I wait for it to thaw is a hollow gesture of empathy. However, the deep discomfort of the
icy flesh pressed against me while sitting in a small sauna for several hours (ominously
foreshadowing the chicken’s impending experience in the oven) complicates the seeming
emptiness of the act. Furthermore, the sauna, a small space in which the user is hyperaware of
her body, refers back to the idea of claustrophilia introduced in Wool Blanket.
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I also wanted to project the notions of womanhood from ancient mythology, in which the
roles for goddesses were primarily mother, lover, or agent of violence. In Defrosting a Chicken
(self portrait), I simultaneously perform all three roles. I cuddle the chicken like a lover, while
the position of our bodies and the maternity-portrait style of pose suggests that I am mothering
the fowl. The violence is inherent in the premise of defrosting the chicken-- which was already
dead, and presumably under awful conditions-- to be eaten.
In both of these photographs, my role is not to act as the traditional subject of a selfportrait, but rather to subsume myself into the objects I interact with. In Defrosting a Chicken,
my body is a heat source, an extension of the sauna I sit in, and my subjectivity buried in the
archetypical roles I play. In For the Birds I try to become invisible, camouflaging myself against
the tree and hiding my visage under a birdhouse, hoping to become so indistinguishable from
these objects as to trick wild animals into approaching me. Of course, I don’t expect that I’ll be
successful, but I’m interested in making meaning from these gestures.
Originally it seemed coincidental that both of the subjects of these photographs were
birds, but upon reflection it made more sense. Birds have an inscrutable quality of being at once
incredibly common and entirely unfamiliar to us. They’re one of very few animals that are just as
readily eaten at a restaurant or kept as a pet. They can occupy domestic backyards or a deep
wilderness; their territory is on land and in the sky. Of all the common animals, birds seem to
have an uncommon mutability that attracted me to working with them.
Shortly after taking these photos, I began to use latex to make soft-sculptural casts of
objects in nature. Latex was a material I had recently become interested in, due to its supple
quality and the way it dried into a color similar to my own white skin. I had been making small
tests with it, experimenting with embedding hair into and seeing which textures it could best
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emulate. Once I understood that the direction of my new series involved the natural world, I
wondered what it would look like if applied to forms such as trees and rocks. Because natural
latex is derived from trees, it’s a particularly relevant material to use on that subject. Latex’s
function in a tree is to act as a temporary skin to protect a wound, in the same way that if human
skin is wounded it will form a scab.
I found that when I painted liquid latex onto a tree and let it dry, it would pick up the
tree’s texture and any residue on the bark, such as moss and sap, would stain the latex’s natural
color, which is reminiscent of tan skin. I used the same skinning technique on other natural
forms, such as boulders and stumps, and was pleased with the surprising faithfulness of the latex
skins to the original forms. I became interested in the idea of creating an entire forest of skinned
items with these works. The immersive possibilities that arose when I considered them as an
installation, rather than one or two discrete sculptures, excited me. I began to think of the
installation as a threshold that would transform a gallery space into a strange wilderness, an idea
that I expand on later in the paper when I discuss rural queerness.
Peeling the dried latex from the tree is a grueling task. They become bonded and the latex
dries into deep grooves. It takes quite a bit of force to unlock, and the continual friction of my
fingers rubbing against the bark in the effort to pry the latex free leaves my hands raw. I thought
of this arduous process as skinning the trees, as a hunter would skin its prey.
Due to latex’s natural ability to preserve plants, I realized after a few months that the ivy
leaves that are embedded into the skin would not wilt. This additional facet of freezing a form in
time and space, something life-casting is already lauded for, was an exciting discovery, and an
idea I would come back to later as I began to think of these works in conjunction to mythology.
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Figure 5. Parker Thornton. Wool in Tubing.
Wool, Plastic Tubing. 2019.
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Figure 6. Parker Thornton. Wool Blanket (in loom).
Wool, Plastic Tubing. 2019.
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Figure 7. Parker Thornton. Rope Scene.
Wool, Elastic Cord. 2019.
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Figure 8. Parker Thornton. Rope Scene After Tossing.
Wool, Elastic Cord. 2019.
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Figure 9. Hishi Karada (Rope Dress).
(In The Duchy. December 12, 2017. https://www.theduchy.com/karada/)
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Figure 10. Parker Thornton. For The Birds.
Archival Inkjet Print. 2019.
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Figure 11. Parker Thornton. Defrosting A Chicken Self-Portrait.
Archival Inkjet Print. 2019.
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Figure 12. Artemisia Gentileschi. Madonna and Child.
Oil Painting. 118 x 86 cm. 1610. Galleria Palatina, Palazzo Pitti, Florence (In Arthive.
https://arthive.com/artemisiagentileschi/works/236522~Madonna_and_Child)
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Figure 13. Parker Thornton. Skinned Boulder.
Latex, Moss, Camel Hair. 2019.
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Figure 14. Parker Thornton. Skinned Tree (bark side, detail).
Latex, Bark. 2019.
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Figure 15. Parker Thornton. Skinned Tree (flesh side).
Latex, Ivy. 2019.
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BODY LANGUAGE
Early in the process of making this body of work, as I was experimenting with latex skins
and taking performative photographs, I began to wonder why I was suddenly compelled toward
the dynamic of human-nature interaction. Reflecting on my past, I considered the pastoral setting
where I had grown up. I remembered the smell of hot soil in my mother’s greenhouses. I
remembered my sister urging us to throw rocks at a hornet’s nest we found on the barn, and then
our neighbor rubbing hydrocortisone cream onto the red welts we donned. I remembered putting
treats into my dog’s food to urge him to eat as he wasted away from cancer—at first just a few
scraps would suffice then, as the weeks wore on, mixing in olive oil, mayonnaise, and chicken
broth to help him choke it down.
I remembered how vast my kingdom seemed, when in reality we had a modest five acres
to our name. I was a child, so of course everything seemed larger to me then, but it was the
mythology of my childhood home that made it seem so grand. My parents are gifted storytellers,
particularly my father, whose family has roots in show business. My great-grandfather was a
Vaudevillian theatre player; my grandfather was a radio producer and my grandmother an Ice
Capades skater. My idea of home was constantly reinforced through the ways my family told
stories about it.
I decided to carry on this tradition by writing stories of instances in which I had some sort
of formative interaction with an animal. In my ruminations on the relationship between human
flesh and tree bark, or a chicken’s body and my own, I realized that my lifelong investigations of
the body (through athletics, in my youth, and in my artwork as I grew older) were catalyzed by
this extreme closeness to animals. Through watching animals, and interacting with them, I
developed an awareness of the body’s incredible capacity for both strength and vulnerability.
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Writing some of these anecdotes brought the work into focus for me. For the first time it seemed
that I understood my role in making this work, whereas before I had been following a hunch.
I began by writing down childhood memories, and then moved on to stories from my
early twenties when I spent a summer laboring on farms in Southern France. I engraved the texts
onto long tablets made of black acrylic5. The material is slightly reflective, allowing the viewer
to recall her own body as she reads the story. Reminiscent of the reflective quality of the Vietnam
Veterans Memorial, designed by Maya Lin, the tablets’ vertical orientation enforces their
similarity to a memorial marker. Unlike a memorial, however, many of the stories are
humorous, like the tale of my childhood dog’s sex vacation in Childhood Story V (Boomer).
Some of the stories employ humor as a balm for the more sinister implications. In Childhood
Story I (Suwanee), the punch line directly correlates to my rescue dog’s fear of men, a
circumstance that surely arose from an abusive situation. Travel Story II (The Girl & The Cow)
similarly uses a silly, song-song narrative structure to unveil an unsettling story of a fellow
laborer enduring a head injury in an attempt to impress a man. In others the humor is subtle,
arising from the strangeness or vulnerability revealed within the story, such as in Childhood
Story IV (Eggs).
Not all of them are funny; some are tender revelations about corporeality. In Childhood
Story II (Emma) I recount an instance in which I could have severely injured myself in a riding
accident, had it not been for the horse seeming to understand that I was in danger and slowing
down. Likewise, Childhood Story III (Franny) explains the time I delivered puppies by myself at
a very young age.

5

Due to the Covid-19 outbreak in spring 2020, thesis exhibitions were cancelled and the university shut
down mid-semester. I was not able to engrave the tablets as planned by the time of publishing. In lieu of installation
images if the tablets, I present mock-ups.
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While the stories in Animus personalize the work, their use of language to
describe the body also provides an anchor point to investigate the series through literary analysis.
Language and corporeality are often thought of as representing two distinct categories. As a
result of Descartes’ declaration “I think, therefore I am”, Western philosophy has ruptured into
what is often referred to as “the Cartesian split” or “mind-body dualism”. Within this rift, the
ability to think is the keystone of identity. As thinking is a considered a function of the mind, this
equation leaves the body irrelevant, and it’s treated as a mere pedestal for the head to sit atop.
Language is most often thought of as a function of thinking, and connected with the
mind. Therefore, when language is used to describe physical functions and corporeal identity,
these divides between the mind and body become less clear. Psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan posits
that in the development of human consciousness, it is only when language is developed that we
can harbor desire. According to the book Creating Literary Analysis, “Lacan insists [that]
language is a source of our desire but that language becomes the source of frustrated desire since
words can never capture desire or the essence of meaning.”6 Desire, I argue, is most closely
connected with the body, so its linguistic origins can be seen as a space where mind and body
overlap.
Artists such a Karen Finley have often used the technique of writing and speaking about
visceral experiences. In her 1986 performance The Constant State of Desire, she narrates the
thoughts and behaviors of the seemingly unstable character she’s playing, and supplements the
monologue with crude, body-focused actions such as smearing egg and glitter on her naked

6

Cordell, Ryan, and John Pennington. “Creating Literary Analysis.” Focus on Jacques Lacan (1901–81):
Repressed Desire and the Limits of Language, December 29, 2012.
https://2012books.lardbucket.org/books/creating-literary-analysis/s07-04-focus-on-jacques-lacan-1901-81.html.
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figure7. She counterbalances the tension with her cabaret-style delivery, joking and bantering
with the audience while telling disconcerting stories about a woman who dreams of strangling
birds, among many others. Finley forces the audience to be as hyper-aware of her body as she
seems to be by prefacing her performance with a explanation of how nervous she gets before
going onstage, listing symptoms from jitteriness to vomiting. This introduction foregrounds the
impending performance by creating a feedback loop of physical discomfort between herself and
the audience.
Another function of language in this series is to reverse the traditional male narrator role.
This trope has deep origins. It results in part from the aforementioned linkage between language
and the mind, which has long been considered a masculine enterprise. The near exclusivity of
male authorship can be noted from Classical philosophy through the 19th century. Though the
past century has shifted this paradigm, the trope has been reinforced in contemporary media, like
film, through the conjunction of language and image. As critic Laura Mulvey points out, “man
can live out his phantasies and obsessions through linguistic command by imposing them on the
silent image of a woman still tied to her place as bearer of meaning, not maker of meaning.”8 It
felt important to include the stories as an implication of agency within the work. This became
particularly relevant when I turned to the Greek myths recounted in the ancient epic by Ovid,
Metamorphoses. Ovid’s stories often feature complex shifts in agency, wherein women are put in
a position to reclaim their autonomy, often through the use of language to speak their desires into
being.

7

Pramaggiore, Maria T. “Resisting/Performing/Femininity: Words, Flesh, and Feminism in Karen Finley's
‘The Constant State of Desire.’” Theatre Journal 44, no. 3 (1992): 269–90. https://doi.org/10.2307/3208549.
8
Enterline, Lynn. The Rhetoric of the Body from Ovid to Shakespeare. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2000, 36.
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Figure 16. Maya Lin. Vietnam Veteran’s Memorial.
1982 (In Maya Lin's Vietnam Veteran's Memorial Changed How We Process War. By Gabriel
Bell. May 27, 2019. https://www.surfacemag.com/articles/maya-lin-vietnam-veteransmemorial/)
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Figure 17. Karen Finley. The Constant State of Desire.
Performance.1986. The Kitchen, NYC, NY (In TDR. Vol. 32, No. 1 (Spring, 1988), pg. 141.
https://www.jstor.org/stable/1145875?seq=3#metadata_info_tab_contents)
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Figure 18. Parker Thornton. Childhood Story IV (Boomer).
Laser-etched Acrylic (mock-up). 12” x 24”. 2019.
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Figure 19. Parker Thornton. Childhood Story I (Suwanee).
Laser-etched Acrylic (mock-up). 12” x 24”. 2019.
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Figure 20. Parker Thornton. Travel Story II (The Girl & The Cow).
Laser-etched Acrylic (mock-up). 12” x 24”. 2019.
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Figure 21. Parker Thornton. Travel Story V (Eggs).
Laser-etched Acrylic (mock-up). 12” x 24”. 2019.
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Figure 22. Parker Thornton. Travel Story III (Franny).
Laser-etched Acrylic (mock-up). 12” x 24”. 2019.
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METAMORPHOSES
An elaborately self-reflexive poem, the Metamorphoses traces, in minute and sometimes
implacable detail, the violent clashes between the poem’s language and the many bodies of
which it speaks….the violated and fractured body is the place where, for Ovid, aesthetics
and violence converge, where the usually separated realms of the rhetorical and the sexual
most insistently meet. 9
--Rebecca Enterline, The Rhetoric of the Body from Ovid to Shakespeare
I became acquainted with the ancient Roman poet Ovid as an undergraduate studying
English Literature. As a requirement of my program I took an entire semester devoted to
Shakespeare. I was initially unenthused about this prospect but, through a professor’s guidance, I
came to realize that Shakespeare was funny, neurotic, horny, and likely queer10—a winning
combination. My favorite Shakespeare play, the tragedy Titus Andronicus, is widely regarded as
one of his worst. The plot revolves around a series of gory bloodbaths so absurd that in many
contemporary adaptations it’s played as a comedy11. It has a few redeeming moments, though.
The most striking imagery in the play, and the most effective, is the character of Lavinia
stumbling back home with dismembered limbs replaced by tree branches, and her tongue cut out
so that she cannot speak her assailant’s name. This plot point is a direct reference to two stories
in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, that of Philomela, who has her tongue cut out after she is raped, and
Daphne, who becomes a tree to evade rape. Upon further investigation I realized how much
9

Enterline, Lynn. The Rhetoric of the Body from Ovid to Shakespeare. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2000, 1.
10
Brown, John Russell, and Terence John Bew Spencer. “Early Posthumous Documentation.”
Encyclopædia Britannica. Encyclopædia Britannica, inc., March 11, 2020.
https://www.britannica.com/biography/William-Shakespeare/Early-posthumous-documentation.
11
Holden, Stephen. “It's a Sort of Family Dinner, Your Majesty.” The New York Times. The New York
Times, December 24, 1999. https://www.nytimes.com/1999/12/24/movies/film-review-it-s-a-sort-of-family-dinneryour-majesty.html.
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Shakespeare revered Ovid and how often he borrowed from these stories. They contain a crosssection of violence, humor, bodies, power, tenderness, and cruelty that I found resonant with the
questions I was considering in Animus, and I turned to them to help me understand my body of
work.
Ovid’s Metamorphoses is a soap opera in the form of an epic poem. It has everything:
sex, death, pain, pleasure, desire, taboo, humor, superpowers, god-human relationships, pettiness,
fights, jealousy. God and goddesses act as arrogantly and childishly as their human counterparts,
and often inflict unjust fates upon mortals. The female characters are treated particularly cruelly,
with little regard for their physical autonomy and free will, and often rely on language to gain
back the agency that was stripped from them.
The text is littered with descriptions of rape. I am compelled by the stories in which a
woman transforms in order to escape her tormentor, as in the story of Daphne and Apollo.
Cupid’s arrow strikes Apollo blind with lust; he chases Daphne through the woods, determined
to have her. Daphne, a water nymph and sworn virgin, runs from Apollo, growing increasingly
desperate as she flees. Wisely ignoring Apollo’s promises that he won’t hurt her, Daphne prays
aloud to her father, the river god Peneus. She begs him to change her figura, a Latin word which
translates to “figure” or “form”, but can also be interpreted as “beauty”.
According to early modern literature scholar Lynn Enterline:
...when Daphne prays to lose her figure and is turned into a tree, she may not have meant
to lose her human form…What Daphne means to ask is to become less attractive, but
what she actually says prompts her father to alter her human figure altogether. The relief
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brought to her by the unintended power of her prayer is just as constricting as the figural
language with which she must speak…”12
This fact recalls Lacan’s idea that language is the catalyst for desire, but that frustration is
inevitable in the gap between the desire felt and the language that is meant to accommodate it.
Rather than make Daphne less attractive, Peneus transforms her human form into that of a laurel
tree.
Ovid describes Daphne’s transformation thus:
a heavy numbness seized her limbs, thin bark closed over her breast, her hair
turned into leaves, her arms into branches, her feet so swift a moment ago stuck
fast in slow-growing roots, her face was lost in the canopy. Only her shining
beauty was left.13
Apollo’s fervor does not cease even as she turns into timber: hugging her trunk, he declares, “My
bride, since you can never be, at least, sweet laurel, you shall be my tree. My lure, my locks, my
quiver you shall wreathe.” Is there a better metaphor for humanity’s destructively libidinous
attitude toward women and nature?
The story of Daphne and Apollo is particularly relevant to the skinned tree sculptures I
described earlier. These skins have two distinct sides. The side pressed directly onto the tree
mimics every detail of the tree’s surface: chunks of bark and veins of ivy are lodged in the latex,
furthering the verisimilitude. The opposite side is smoother, but has lumps and bumps similar to
cellulite. Combined with a mottled tan color and heavy drape, this side of the sculpture reads as

12

Enterline, Lynn. The Rhetoric of the Body from Ovid to Shakespeare. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2000, 78.
13
Ovid. “Ovid: The Metamorphoses.” Ovid (43 BC–17) - The Metamorphoses: Book 1. Accessed April
13, 2020. https://www.poetryintranslation.com/PITBR/Latin/Metamorph.php#anchor_Toc64105470.
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flayed flesh. These skinned trees are a contemporary counterpoint to neoclassical depictions of
the Daphne and Apollo story.
As previously described, I thought of these works as representations of the hunter-hunted
relationship involved with skinning prey and keeping it as a trophy. I appreciate the complex
impulses involved in this dynamic, where the hunter reveres the animal for its beauty and
athleticism while simultaneously disregarding its life and autonomy. Trophy hunting is a
different issue than the matter of hunting for meat, as a means of gathering sustenance. It is a
grasp for status and power and a means of creating art. Making tree skins, then, seems a fitting
tribute to the Daphne-Apollo story, in which Apollo is not concerned with Daphne’s reciprocal
desire or her particular personality. He is obsessed with the idea of her, regardless of what form
she takes. More specifically, he is obsessed with the idea of obtaining her. Tellingly, he
describes possessing her by saying, “you shall be my tree”, rather than something like “I still
love you even though you’re a tree”. Enterline calls this dynamic “the cursed love of having”.14
It also seemed that making tree skins that emulate a human form was a natural next step
in the work after making For the Birds, which I ultimately felt was a strong exercise but did not
belong in an exhibition. Rather than place a disguised human form in proximity to a tree, these
skins suggest that a human has actually transformed into a tree, or vice versa. Similarly, I
decided to exhibit the version of Defrosting a Chicken in which the chicken sits in a sauna
without human accompaniment. The simpler set up is more evocative, suggesting that perhaps
the sweaty fowl was once human.

14

Enterline, Lynn. The Rhetoric of the Body from Ovid to Shakespeare. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2000, 44.
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It’s fascinating that so many of these stories take place in the woods, a world in which
humans, animals, plants, gods, and hybrids thereof interact with permeable boundaries. Woods
and wilderness have long been associated with witchcraft, mystery, and taboo, particularly in
America where Puritans decried them as sacrosanct. Historian Stacy Schiff, writing for The New
Yorker, explains that preachers such as the famed orator Cotton Mather imparted the idea that,
“The wilderness qualified as a sort of ‘devil’s den’; since the time of Moses, the prince of
darkness had thrived there.”15
The wilderness symbolizes the primal rule of natural law that civilization cannot contest,
only contain. In the Western world, civilization creates logic, rules, and hierarchy, products of
the rational human mind. In the Cartesian divorce of mind from body, the mind and, therefore,
civilization, is associated with men and masculinity. The body and, by extension, the natural
world, is ascribed to women and femininity. We therefore understand that the magical
transformations of body, gender, sexuality, and status in Ovid’s stories can only exist in the wild
natural world, where they can be explained as part of a natural cycle, thereby preserving civic
order. From this point forward, Civilization and The Woods will be capitalized to indicate the
Ovidian meaning of the word, representing a spiritual-psychological realm as well as a physical
one.

15

Schiff, Stacy, Douglas Starr, and Judith Thurman. “Inside the Salem Witch Trials.” The New Yorker,
August 31, 2015. https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2015/09/07/the-witches-of-salem.
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Figure 23. Gian Lorenzo Bernini. Apollo and Daphne.
Marble. 1622-1625. Galleria Borghese, Rome (In Wikipedia.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apollo_and_Daphne_(Bernini))
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Figure 24. Parker Thornton. Skinned Tree (flesh side, detail).
Latex, Ivy. 2019.
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Figure 25. Parker Thornton. Defrosting a Chicken.
Archival Inkjet Print. 13” x 19”. 2019.
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STEERS AND QUEERS
…Other desires and dispositions are entirely possible in Ovid’s poem: among
them, desire for a family member, for oneself, for someone of the opposite sex,
for someone of the same sex, for boys who look like girls, for girls who dress as
boys, for inanimate objects, animals, the chase, or simply no sexual relations at
all. 16
--Lynn Enterline, Rhetoric of the Body from Ovid to Shakespeare

Currents of female homoeroticism run throughout Metamorphoses. It’s been made quite
clear that Roman culture was friendly to sex between men, and this would be unsurprising to find
in the text. Reading it from a gay woman’s point of view, I was surprised to find many queer
signifiers between women. Daphne, for example, is a “sworn virgin,” the ancient Roman version
of a “confirmed bachelor”, which is a popular euphemism for queerness. The concept of sworn
virginity teems with implications of asexuality, lesbianism, pansexuality, and gender-fluidity17.
In Greco-Roman culture, virginity was not necessarily an implication of celibacy, but rather of
confinement to a marriage. According to Eleanor Irwin, author of The Invention of Virginity on
Olympus, “Greek virginity by definition excluded sexual submission to a male. The divine virgin
remained adamatos, ‘untamed’ or ‘unsubdued’ in the fullest sense of the word”18
Daphne’s queerness pushes her to accept an extreme choice in order to preserve her
maidenhood; most other (seemingly heterosexual) female characters in this book threatened with
rape do not go to the extreme of forever sacrificing their human form in order to avoid it. This is
16
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not to imply that straight women are less negatively affected by rape, only to say that
heterosexuality grooms women to expect assault. We therefore read Daphne’s queerness as
strength and see the roots of female objectification in the women who aren’t able to escape.
To better understand the link between queer readings of these stories and their settings in the
wilderness, as well as to bridge these concepts with more recent history, I turned to Colin R.
Johnson’s research on rural America’s history regarding LGBTQ matters. In Just Queer Folks:
Gender and Sexuality in Rural America, Colin R. Johnson outlines a history of queerness that,
unlike most LGBTQ accounts, does not focus on cities. Rural areas, much like The Woods in
Ovid’s stories, existed outside of the societal norms that are formalized and enforced in urban
areas. Despite stereotypes regarding intolerance in rural regions, Johnson provides strong
evidence that these areas have been vibrant sites of gay life. Johnson paints a more nuanced
picture of 20th century rural life, which counterbalances the overly simplistic narrative of city =
freedom/community/progression and country = hatred/isolation/regression.
Johnson describes the ways in which ignorance has been a benevolent force in some rural
areas, similar to how The Woods in Metamorphoses are free from civilization’s strictures,
instead following the laws of nature. As an example, Johnson claims that taboo forms of
sexuality, including homosexuality, were acceptable (if unspoken) methods for sexual release, at
least until the men and women in question entered into a marriage:
In their 1948 study Sexual Behavior in the Human Male, sex researcher Alfred C. Kinsey
and colleagues observed rather nonchalantly that “ranchmen, cattle men, prospectors,
lumbermen, and farming groups in general” were all widely known to engage in samesex sexual activities. “These are men who have faced the rigors of nature in the wild,”
Kinsey explained. “They live on realities and on a minimum of theory…Such a
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background breeds the attitude that sex is sex,” Kinsey explained, “irrespective of the
nature of the partner with whom the relation is had.” Such groups of hard-riding, hardhitting assertive males would not tolerate the affections of some city groups that are
involved in the homosexual; but this, as far as they can see, has little to do with the
question of having sexual relations with other men.19
In Kinsey’s view, it was perspective of country folks that sexuality and identity need not go hand
in hand that provided a surprising level of freedom of sexual expression. It is civilization that
labels, categorizes, and thereby restricts. As Kinsey states, “it is only when the farm-bred male
migrates to a city community and comes in contact with city-bred reactions to these activities,
that he becomes upset over the contemplations of what he’s done”20
The theory of eugenics and, later, prohibitive sexual hygiene education programs
changed the laissez-faire attitude of rural people toward gay sex. Eugenics is generally associated
with campaigns of racism and genocide, but a lesser-known aspect of its origin was making
agricultural breeding more efficient. When eugenicists brought new awareness to breeding
practices, in the early 19th century, they emphasized sex for purely reproductive purposes and
demonized sex-for-pleasure as wasteful.21 For most rural adolescents, learning about breeding
farm animals had been their form of sex education. The dual implications that pleasurable sex
was bad for business and that sex should be purely for procreation altered rural people’s views
on sexuality, especially in conjunction with the Christian sex education programs that started to
infiltrate small towns in Prohibition-era America. “The method of raising a finer breed of man
will grow out of the methods which have proven successful in rearing a finer breed of animals”
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was touted in a 1911 article in Rural Manhood, a publication of the Young Men’s Christian
Association.22 Both of these campaigns originated in urban areas and were intentionally spread to
rural areas in attempts to educate country folks.
Johnson’s scholarship illustrates that people in rural areas are not as universally narrowminded as they are presumed to be, and can even be more flexible to unconventional options
than city-dwellers. In Animus I create an unconventional realm, my version of The Woods, by
placing my skinned trees, boulders, and stumps together to create a forest. This installation
creates a space where the viewer can contemplate transformation, classification, and mimesis.
Some of the pieces, such as the skinned boulder, seem initially indistinguishable from the object
they replicate. The confusion is furthered by the moss embedded into the latex’s surface, a relic
of the cast object, which lends to the trompe l’oeil effect. However, the faithfulness of the
reproduction falls apart upon noticing the soft folds of the latex where its meets the ground, and
the delicate texture of the material’s tattered edge. Other pieces, like the fungus-like piece on the
floor, could easily be mistaken for an artifact from nature, were it not for the context of the other
artworks. Conflating the real with its reproduction, artifice with artifact, and culture with nature
defies the constrictive categorizations associated with Civilization.
My interest in The Woods and their relationship to the rural has to do with the academic
understanding of queering a subject as much as it does with queer as a sexual identity. As
theoretical physicist and feminist theorist Karen Barad describes queerness, “…given that queer
is a radical questioning of identity and binaries, including the nature/culture binary, [I aim] to
show that all sorts of seeming impossibilities are indeed possible, including the queerness of
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causality, matter, space, and time.”23 Barad’s expansive definition opens the entirety of the
existence, down to the very essence of time, to queer conceptualization. In her 2011 article
“Nature’s Queer Performativity”, Barad gives examples of entities in nature that seem to defy
classical ontological categorization: lightning bolts are the mysterious result of a seemingly
complicit communication between sky and ground, in which the recipient of the lightning strike
anticipates and directs the bolt’s movement; “neuronal receptor cells in stingrays seems to
possess some mysterious clairvoyancy” in the way that receptor cells operate as locks that can
only be opened by other cells that possess the right key; a species of dinoflagellate called
Pfiesteria morphs between plant and animal, and can reproduce both sexually and asexually24.
These “critters”, as she describes them, reveal mutability that cannot be extricated from the
environment/time/space that they exist within. Their identities cannot be fixed within the current
binary-oriented ontologies in science. Barad posits this fact as a revelation in our approach to
classification, rather than as an aberration in scientific methodologies that needs to be tidied in
order to maintain status quo, as some would have it.
In terms of their awe-inducing incomprehensibility, these mysterious phenomena seem to
border on the supernatural. It’s not as far a leap between lightning using electrons to speak to
trees and women transforming into foliage as one might have thought.
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Figure 26. Parker Thornton. Skinned Forest (installation view in home studio).
Latex, Ivy, Burned Wood, Camel Hair. Dimensions Variable. 2019.
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Figure 27. Parker Thornton. Fungus.
Latex, Burned Wood. 2019.
MOTHERLAND FATHERLAND HOMELANDSEXUALS
Poet and novelist Patricia Lockwood’s book of poetry, Motherland Fatherland
Homelandsexuals, is another text central to the formation of Animus. I first encountered this
book when it debuted in 2014, and revisited these strange, funny tales of anthropomorphized
animals when I began this series. Lockwood bridges the transgressive wilderness of Ovid’s
stories with Barad’s generous ideas of queerness using poems ripe with irony, humor, and angst.
In Motherland Fatherland Homelandsexuals she depicts a world in which deer are porn stars and
Old Faithful’s regular gushing takes on a whole new meaning. In fact, these poems occupy a
similar cultural space that Metamorphoses did during their time. As New York Times book critic
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Dwight Garner describes, “The first thing to know about Motherland Fatherland
Homelandsexuals is that it contains a lot of zoombinating, to borrow Harold Bloom’s favorite
term for sex. People get it on; so do animals; so do inanimate objects.”25 A couple of excerpts
that capture Lockwood’s whimsical sense of sexual abandon go as follows,
Bambi is fresh from the countryside. Bambi is fresh
and we want him on film. He doesn’t even know
how to kiss yet, ‘Lean in and part your lips,’ we say,
‘and pull a slow strip off a tree.’ We shine our biggest
spotlight on him, our biggest spotlight is the sun.
And under the spotlight the deer drips sweat, and what
do deer like more than salt
From “The Whole World Gets Together and Gangbangs a Deer”
You rub your temples when they ache, rub any
of your body where it aches, you seem to be only
a series of places where animal parts could emerge.
Soon you will be a teenager, and soon you will be
so greasy, and how you can hardly wait, because:
its grease makes the animal graceful, and go. You go
to the petting zoo with your class and timidly reach
in a hand. Turn to a donkey and finally
feel your lashes are long enough. Turn to a horse
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and finally feel your eyes are so meltingly human
From “An Animorph Enters the Doggie-Dog World”
Lockwood’s poetry identifies something about our modern relationship with nature that is
so strange: to most children, the natural world does not figure into their daily lives. It is neither
an adversary nor an ally, but rather a figurative space in which their imaginations can run free-- a
backdrop for fictional worlds featuring animals and other beings that impart metaphorical lessons
about the human world. Bambi teaches children about the death of a parent, but this difficult
content is made palatable for young children because the loss is experienced on screen by
anthropomorphized animals. Even as we teach children using animals and the natural world, we
have lost much of our intimacy with animals. We no longer raise and breed them, ride them for
transport, or slaughter them by hand. As poems like Lockwood’s and movies like Bambi
illustrate, in animals we see ourselves.
Two concepts are inextricable from Lockwood’s writing, each as complex and problematic
as the other: the internet and Catholicism. Lockwood happens to be one of only a few people in
the world with a Catholic priest as a dad (due to a loophole involving his conversion to
Catholicism after working as a Lutheran pastor). Her idea of the body was shaped by the strange
coincidence that her adolescence coincided with the internet’s own coming of age, and that the
particularly visceral relationship of Catholicism to the body was dictated to her by Our Father
through her father who was also a Father. Considered in this light, the idea that she’d imagine
deer growing horns for porn or a greasy teen animorphing into a horse is not as shocking as it
may initially seem. In the following sections, I’ll elaborate on the way Animus also incorporates
ideas about the internet and Catholicism.
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Figure 28. “The Solution”, Animorphs book.
(In Animorphs books now free: Read about kids shapeshifting into rats and cats. By Bonnie
Burton. March 17, 2020. https://www.cnet.com/news/animorphs-books-now-free-read-aboutkids-shapeshifting-into-rats-and-cats/)
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THE INTERNET AND ITS OFFSPRING
“…freedom, I am told, is nothing but the distance between the hunter and its prey.” 26
--Ocean Vuong, On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous
As the 21st century moves forward, we become more alienated from nature and
technology allows us to live in virtual worlds outside our own bodies. Perhaps the internet is now
what The Woods were in Ovid’s time: an anarchic space where social order doesn’t operate in
predictable, rational ways, where our most lascivious voyeuristic tendencies thrive, where
libidinous impulses throb, and where our bodies and identities are mutable. In a 2019 article for
London Review of Books, Lockwood introduces her “diary” about the internet,
…When it suddenly occurred to us that the internet was a place we could never
leave, I began to keep a diary of what it felt like to be there in the days of its
snowy white disintegration, which felt also like the disintegration of my own
mind…I cared about the feeling that my thoughts were being dictated. I cared
about the collective head, which seemed to be running a fever. But if we managed
to escape, to break out of the great skull and into the fresh air, if Twitter was shut
down for crimes against humanity, what would we be losing? The bloodstream of
the news, the thrilled consensus, the dance to the tune of the time. The portal that
told us, each time we opened it, exactly what was happening now.27
Throughout the article she refers to the internet as “the portal,” and talks about it as if it is a
physical space one enters or a metaphysical expanse where one can lead many seemingly eternal
lives, where screen names and avatars transform us into new selves. Lockwood asks, “Why did
26
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the portal feel so private, when you only entered it when you needed to be everywhere?” Like an
omniscient god, the internet sees everything yet is also privately attuned to you. Later she
continues, “She opened the portal. ‘Are we all just going to keep doing this till we die?’
everyone was asking.” The internet, like The Woods, is a compelling space of wonder and
freedom—until, that is, you realize that everyone else there is also free to do what they want, and
that their freedom is often mutually exclusive to your freedom. Suddenly, you feel trapped in a
subjectivity you don’t recognize and a reality you can’t control.
I introduce the voyeurism, performativity, and surveillance engendered by the internet in
Animus through the incorporation of surveillance videos of various animals. I appropriated these
videos from explore.org, a website that allows people to voyeuristically watch live video streams
of a wide array of wild animals from around the world. An example of the surprisingly
aggressive language used on these sites: once, upon opening the home page, a pop-up
advertisement enticed me with, “Have you seen a nursing baby sea lion lately? Watch now!”28
Upon clicking the link I was virtually shuttled to Hanson Island, British Columbia, Canada to
witness a close-up of the suckling pups.
The night-vision video that plays on a television monitor in Animus contains footage
borrowed from webcam broadcasts originating in Tembe Elephant Park in South Africa. The
screen is populated with deer or antelope and, after a few minutes, a small wildcat enters the
screen. The short story Travel Story I (Horse riding in Aix-en-Provence) appears in subtitle-like
segments along the bottom of the screen. The viewer reads the narrative as it unfolds, but is
uncertain as to who the narrator is and to whom the story is being told: is the artist narrating the
story (to a viewer, to the animals?); are the animals narrating the story (to one another, to a
28
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viewer?). This narrative trickery was a device favored in Metamorphoses, such as in the story of
Philomela, whose rapists cut out her tongue so she cannot name them. She then weaves a
tapestry to illustrate her assault, creating artwork to tell her tale in lieu of the spoken word.
I enact another mode of surveillance in the photographs Body Of (Stalking I) and Body Of
(Stalking II) using a trail camera originally designed for hunters to digitally stalk prey. I set up
this camera in my yard for several days and left a sculpture of a foot, cast from animal fat and
birdseed, to see whether animals would interact with the unfamiliar piece of sustenance. The foot
used in this piece is also represented in the gallery as a sculpture, so the viewer has a sense of the
work in both its activated and passive forms.
The motion-activated camera snaps a photograph whenever an animal alights on the foot.
The images chronicle the process of the foot being investigated by the feral cats that roam my
neighborhood. Tools like the trail camera are particularly fascinating because they shortcut the
act of stalking. They minimize a once-grueling process that used to require weeks of careful
study, boundless physical stamina, and deep engagement with the senses. The prey animals, on
the other hand, are left without any fancy tricks, relying only on their vulnerable bodies,
protection from their surroundings, and inborn survival instincts.
Ovid, again, has something to add to this conversation. The dangers of surveillance are
best exemplified in the story of Diana, goddess of the hunt (and, like Daphne, a sworn virgin).
Diana is bathing in a spring with her harem of nymphs when the hunter Actaeon happens upon
them and watches surreptitiously as they perform their private cleansing ritual. Upon realizing
Actaeon’s unwelcome presence, an enraged Diana transforms the hunter into a stag. Actaeon
bounds away, newly graceful in his animal body, until his pack of loyal hunting dogs finds his
scent and rips him apart limb by limb.
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While most versions of this story posit that Actaeon’s surveillance was accidental, it
seems willfully ignorant to believe that a young man would not choose to watch a group of
immortal beauties lather each other up under a waterfall, particularly when you consider the nonconsensual context of the majority of stories in Metamorphoses. On the other hand, even if it
were accidental, looking in itself is a powerful act. As philosopher Luna Dolezal summarizes a
seminal essay on Looking by French philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre, “The Look for Sartre is not
merely about being within the other’s perceptual field; it is not a neutral seeing, but rather, it is a
value-laden looking which has the power to objectify…”29 Further, once someone has been
objectified in this way, “the only way for the subject to reclaim his or her subjectivity is
correspondingly to reduce the other to an object”30 Diana does just that, in a very literal way-Sartre, of course, meant objectify in the philosophical sense--by turning Actaeon into a stag.
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Figure 29. Parker Thornton. Still from Night Vision.
Single-Channel Video. 3 minutes 14 seconds. 2019.
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Figure 30. Parker Thornton. Body Of (Stalking I).
Digital Photograph. 2019.
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Figure 31. Parker Thornton. Body Of (Stalking II).
Digital Photograph. 2019.
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Figure 32. Fransesco Albani. Diana and Actaeon.
Oil Painting. 1625-1630. 29.3” x 39.1” (In Wikimedia Commons.
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Francesco_Albani_-_Diana_and_Actaeon__WGA00107.jpg)
THE PASSION
...the Lord Jesus took some bread, and thanked God for it, and broke it, and he said, ‘This is
my body which is for you; do this as a memorial of me.’ In the same way he took the cup
after supper and said, ‘This cup is a new covenant in my blood. Whenever you drink it, do
this as a memorial of me.’...
--1 Cor. 11:23-29
In the Catholic sacrament of Eucharist, wafers and wine turn into Jesus’ flesh and blood.
Those taking the Eucharist kneel before a priest, who places a wafer on each believer’s tongue;
then each person drinks wine from a chalice. The body and blood of Jesus is now within them. It
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is fascinating that Jesus, like Daphne, saw his impending death and sought to transform his
physical body. Jesus’ followers emphatically honored the body of Christ, in any form, just as
Apollo revered Daphne; both figures are now remembered via their inanimate adaptations. The
laurel wreath has adorned the heads of victorious athletes since Ovid’s time, and communion is
taken by the faithful on a weekly basis. Physical transformation marked not the end of life, but
the extension of it.
In both Catholic lore and Ovid’s version of Greco-Roman myths, passion is the
catalyzing force for the bodily transformations that serve as an existential response to our
questions and fears about our own mortality. Daphne transforms to escape Apollo’s passionate
lust and The Passion of Christ is the phrase used to describe Jesus’ crucifixion and death. Poet
Ted Hughes, who wrote a notable translation of Metamorphoses, describes in his introduction to
Tales from Ovid, “Above all, Ovid was interested in passion. Or rather, what passion feels like to
the one possessed by it. Not just ordinary passion either, but human passion in extremis--passion
where it combusts, or levitates, or mutates into an experience of the supernatural.”31
Through these stories, we see that passion can be religious or erotic, or sometimes both. I
play with these various meanings in Body Of, a cast replica of a foot made of suet and seed—a
favorite treat for birds. For this piece, I chose to make a foot because of the religious and erotic
connotations of feet: in the religious sense, the Apostles wash the feet of Christ, and Catholics
worship at His feet; in the erotic sense, foot fetish is a widely-recognized kink. As I posit earlier
in the paper, The Woods are a place where identities and boundaries become blurred. I
investigate this idea in Body Of by using foot symbolism to conflate the sacred and the profane. I
am interested in the ritualistic nature of both fetish and faith, as well as ritual’s role in facilitating
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passion.32 Whether Mass or masochism, rituals rely on convincing role-play, or its participants
cannot feel thoroughly transported. Filming the foot’s lifespan via trail camera and going back
through the footage on a daily basis created a ritual around this offering that propelled the
artwork beyond sculpture.
In addition to the dual connotations of religious and sexual iconography, the foot contains
multivalent meanings in other ways. Its original habitat is outdoors, as an object that can be
activated by animals and, in that sense, it acts as a piece of performance art. However, it
ultimately lives inside the gallery to be viewed as a passive object. This conjures ideas of (literal)
objectification in Metamorphoses, and emphasizes the sense that the foot could be read as a relic
of a Classical statue—relating the narrative back to its Greco-Roman roots.
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Figure 33. Parker Thornton. Body Of.
Suet, Seeds. 5” x 4” x 7”. 2019.
CONCLUSION
Animus became a body of work that coalesced the myriad forms of art making I’ve
pursued over the years, all while relating back to my childhood association to the animal body in
nature. Beginning this series in Ireland, where I heard many beautiful folktales told with
heartbreaking devotion, was a catalyst for me to think about the mythologies surrounding home
and homeland. The oral and written traditions of telling these stories keep the Irish people rooted
to a sense of belonging, and writing my own stories about my early experiences with animals and
the body did something similar for me. I found that grounding the work in the stories of Ovid’s
Metamorphoses provided me with a wide palette to explore the particular aspects of the body I’m
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interested in: as fragmented or distorted; the queer and queering body; it’s relationship with
language and desire; the objectifying gaze; the body’s performance in rituals.
While I can now make sense of the relationship between my previous bodies of work and
Animus, I was initially surprised and overwhelmed by what felt like an abrupt change in the style
and substance of my art making. This was by far my most ambitious project as an artist, and I
often felt afraid that I wouldn’t know what the series was by the time I exhibited it. This
combination of anxiety and curiosity propelled me to make a lot of work in a short amount of
time, as well as to draw deeply from each medium I had studied in the past in the hopes that at
least one would illuminate a path forward. Casting such a wide net ended up, eventually, leading
to the kind of show that I always wished for but never thought possible, in which the vast array
of interests and obsessions I had collected over the years have united as a coherent narrative.
Animus provides a realm where the viewer can ponder the power of desire and the
possibility of transformation. These dynamics are weighed on scales that balance extreme cruelty
against extreme tenderness. Desire can be a benevolent force that brings one closer to
transcendence as easily as it can drive someone to satiate their lust with disregard for its target.
Transformation, too, can be a means of freedom or entrapment. In Daphne’s case, it was both.
Her freedom from Apollo cost her an eternity as an object. These ideas are contextualized from
the Greco-Roman into the contemporary by the inclusion of modern modes of surveillance;
humorous interpretations of would-be myths like the chicken defrosting in the sauna; personal
stories that anchor the viewer to the timeline of my childhood and early adulthood; and the use of
surprising sculptural materials such as latex and suet.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Childhood Stories I-IV
Appendix A.1
Suwannee
When a family friend found a friendly dog in Suwanee, Georgia, along the banks of a
river, she asked if we’d like to take her in. The Husky mutt, with her clear blue eyes and auburn
fur, won over my mom and us kids right away. We didn’t realize until my Dad got home from
work that Suwanee had a bad past with men and couldn’t stand them. She snarled and barked and
nipped at his approaching feet as he came down the driveway. Mom shook her head and relented,
“I don’t see how the two of them could live in the same house.” I began to sob and after a long
while said, “But, where will daddy live?”
Appendix A.2
Boomer
We had an Australian Shepard who loved to chase cars and nip at their tires, because he
had nothing to else to herd. When Boomer went missing, we figured after a couple weeks that
this habit had caught up to him. We were sad but not surprised, and started to accept that he was
gone.
I was playing in the front yard when he came limping down the driveway. I hugged him
long and hard as he wagged and panted, happy to be home. He flipped over so I could rub his
belly and I called out “Mom! Boomer’s home and something’s wrong!” when I saw that his
penis looked red, raw, and like a peeled grape.
At the vet, he was diagnosed with an overactive libido, and his condition described as
severe chafing from overuse. He got neutered then and there, which my parents had initially held
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off on because he was a handsome full-breed and we knew a woman who got dogs into
television and movie spots who had wanted to use him as a stud.
Appendix A.3
Falling Off of Emma
All I remember of this is that I was upside-down on an uphill, my Mom and her sisters
were frantic figures in the distance, and that once I realized I was hooked into the stirrup by my
ankle I was no longer scared. I trusted Emma; I always rode her because she was gentle and not
easily spooked. When I first slipped off the saddle she had startled, but soon slowed to stop.
Appendix A.4
Franny
Franny had been in heat several times, once or twice a year for a couple years. My mom
decided that before she spayed her she ought to give her the chance to fulfill her breeding
instincts. A male Jack Russell Terrier that my aunt had access to served as her beau.
As Franny’s belly swelled so did my Mom’s knee, and she had to schedule a surgery to
repair a long-injured torn ligament. Fresh off the operation, Mom sat on the recliner with ice on
her propped-up leg and a dry mouth from the pain pills they’d given her.
I went into the kitchen to get her a glass of water when I saw Franny’s placental sack
begin to emerge. No one else was home. “You’ll have to do it, you can do it, I’ll tell you how,”
my mom urged from her spot on the recliner. I felt triumphant as I kneeled on the kitchen floor,
playing midwife, rupturing the sack, letting the pups spill forth.
Appendix A.4
Eggs
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Every time we cooked with eggs, Boomer would show keen interest in them, sniffing at
them and sitting attentively as if waiting for treat. Baking a cake one day, I took one from the
carton and held it out to him as if to say “See? It’s nothing special.” I expected he’d just give it
one good inspection and be done with it. Instead he sniffed it and then, with great care, took the
entire egg into his mouth. Slowly, carrying himself as if he had a weighty responsibility, he
walked laps around the house for several minutes before returning to me and depositing the egg
into my hand.
Appendix B: Travel Stories I-III
Appendix B.1
Horse Riding in Aix-en-Provence
I hadn’t ridden a horse in many years, not since I was a kid. I was spending
the summer after a bad break-up working at a horse rehabilitation center in Southern France.
The owner generously offered to give me riding lessons in the afternoons after
our big French lunch and subsequent siesta. My adult body felt ungainly astride
the huge animal as I swung my leg across its saddled back. I remembered the
feeling of floating, or bodysurfing, when I was younger, and tried to access that
sensation. “Sit up straighter!” Séverine yelled. I imagined the upward-tugging string
running through my spine and out the top of my head that my ballet teachers used
to urge me to envision. “Straighter, straighter”, she pestered, and I arched my back
awkwardly. “On y vas, that’s better, bon travail! Come on, more, taller!” I arched
deeper. “Yes, good. Your tits are big and you are proud!"
Appendix B.2
The Girl & The Cow
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There was a girl on the farm, an American doing a work exchange like I was, who felt
she had to prove herself to the farmer at every turn. There was a cow that the farmer had
forbidden us from milking because she was ornery and aggressive. The girl happened to be just
as ornery and aggressive as the cow and would sneak into the barn with a bucket to drain the
cow’s utters.
We were in the kitchen chatting after dinner when the girl slipped through the door,
ashen-faced and doing one of those silent screams like when the wind gets knocked out of you.
Naturally we asked what’s wrong but she shushes us and pulls Kim and I into the closet to reveal
her bloodied head. “Don’t tell him! Don’t tell him, he can’t know!”. There was nothing around to
clean her wound with except peppermint Dr. Bronner’s soap. She accepted this stinging
antiseptic as if it were her just punishment for secretly milking the aggressive cow behind the
farmer’s back.
Appendix B.3
The Mayor of Saint-Martin-d'Entraunes
Several times a week, the bull would escape my host’s pastures. The herd of cows, by
instinct, would follow him. A neighbor would call to let us know and we’d pile in the truck to go
collect them. One of these defections resulted in the cows’ grazing in the Mayor’s yard.
After an hour of running behind the cattle yelling “Alléz, alléz! Move!” to slowly herd
them back to our property, the Mayor called out from his porch to offer us some champagne.
Emily, the most fluent of us, with her New Jersey-accented French, maintained conversation
with him while the rest of us busied ourselves assembling cheese and sausage onto crackers.
Later that evening the phone rang and we feared the herd had gotten loose again. Emily
hung up and said, “The Mayor asked me on a date. I panicked and said yes.” Being 20 years his
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junior and a lesbian, this arrangement was of little interest to her. On the day of the date, she
called to tell him she had gotten diarrhea and would have to renege.

